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1.0 Introduction
SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS is an uncomplicated war 
game centered on the naval aspects of the series of 
wars between England and the various European 
powers between 1756 and 1805 for dominance of the 
world’s oceans. The game depicts this conflict at a 
strategic level, with most operational and tactical 
details represented by fast and easy-to-play systems, 
rather than intricate mechanisms. The intent of the 
game is to provide a broad overview of the historical 
events while being fun to play. 

SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS owes its original 
inspiration to the game concepts of WAR AT SEA, 
designed by Jon Edwards and Don Greenwood and 
published by The Avalon Hill Game Company, a game 
which covered the war in the Atlantic in World War 
Two. SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS borrows a number 
of these concepts from this earlier game as a starting 
point, such as area movement, individual capital 
ships, battle line resolutions, and rolling sixes to hit, 
and then diverges significantly to reflect the sailing 
warship era situation.

2.0 Object of Play
The object of the game for the English player is to 
destroy the naval forces of the European Powers 
player and prevent them from obtaining control of 
vital sea areas around the world. The object of the 
game for the European Powers player is to escape the 
forces of the English player and obtain temporary sea 
control of vital areas to support the continental and 

colonial objectives of various European nations. Both 
players must obtain their objectives by deploying 
their naval resources into the sea areas on the map, 
earning victory points at the end of each turn of the 
scenario being played for areas under their control, 
and for opposing units destroyed. For the purposes of 
the game rules, the players will be termed the English 
player and the European Powers player.

3.0 Components
3.1 Rules
The booklet you are reading constitutes the rules for 
the play of SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS. In general, the 
rules are sequenced similarly to the order of events 
played during a turn. If you have questions, or wish 
to check for corrections to any errors that may have 
been discovered since publication, please go to the 
web page of the publisher of the game

3.2 Map
The map sheet depicts the seas surrounding the 
world, the coastlines of major land masses and 
islands. These seas are subdivided into areas, each 
of which is named. Additionally, some of these areas 
have printed above the name of the area a number 
which represents the victory point value of that area. 
Areas without such a number have no victory point 
value. Solid border lines and land masses separate 
these areas from one another.

“No captain can do very wrong if he places   
        his ship alongside that of the enemy.”

 —Vice Admiral, Horatio Nelson, 1st Viscount Nelson, 1st Duke of Bronté KB
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In general, movement will be between adjacent areas. 
On the coast of some land masses, islands, or spots 
where very small islands would be, are ports, from which 
units deploy and to which they return at the end of each 
turn. These ports are marked with an anchor symbol.

Ports are controlled by England or the European Powers 
or are neutral and may be used by either player and are 
represented by Port boxes on the map where playing 
pieces are placed instead of on the world map. These 
boxes are considered to be the same as if those playing 
pieces were on the world map portion. A rating number 
for each Port is printed in the box for that port but not 
next to the port on the map playing area.

As the entire world is represented on a flat map, it 
is possible to move off the east side of the map and 
appear on the west side and to move off the west side 
and appear on the east side. When doing this, follow 
the normal movement rules for moving between areas 
and move directly to the area on the other side that is 
directly opposite the area being departed.

3.3 Counters
The die cut counters supplied with the game represent 
combat forces or indicators for various game functions. 
Counters are termed as ‘units’ or ‘markers’. Each ‘unit’ 
type counter represents one Ship Of The Line capital 
vessel. These are in class types indicated by their number 
of guns rating, such as 136 or 80 or 64.  These unit 
counters are two sided with the front side representing 
the owning player and the back side displaying only the 
national flag of the owning nation in order to conceal 
the vessel’s identity and provide fog of war. The other 
counters are all termed ‘markers’ in the rules. Markers 
are used to represent frigates and other cruiser type 
vessels, leaders, area & port control, victory points, 
Squadron locations, damage, etc.

3.4 Example Counters
3.41  Ship Of The Line Units
These are the main forces for each player. Each counter 
has the name of the ship, the rating (the nominal 
number of guns carried), and then the scenario(s) in 
which the unit is available indicated by a 1 and/or 2 and/
or 3 separated by slashes (/) if the unit is available for 
the 1st (10.1), 2nd (10.2) and/or 3rd (10.3) scenarios or 
campaign segments and by a dash (-) if the unit is not 
available. Lastly, the two numbers are the attack value 
of the unit (left) and the defense value (right). These 
units should be placed in their respective national pools.

3.42  Squadron Markers
These are named on one side with only a single color 
on the other side to indicate which player owns them so 
they can be played on the map but remain undisclosed 
until turned over.

Dark Seas: No Victory Points
Light Seas: Have Victory Points

Sea Name

Blocked Border

No Wind Border

Wind Direction Border

Port*

*Arrows on Ports point
to map edge where

that port’s box is

Victory Points

Nations

England

Spain

Netherlands

Russia

France (Royale)

France (Revolutionary)
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3.43  Turn & Victory Point Markers
These are also just named and colored to identify the 
owing player.

3.44  Battle, Disabled, & Damage Markers
These markers indicate battle-engaged Squadrons or 
either a disabled unit or the damage taken by a unit.

3.45  Leader & Frigate Effort Markers
Leader markers have three lines, the first being the 
name of the leader; the second indicating when that 
leader is available for a scenario and/or campaign 
standpoint in the same way as was described for 
indicating unit availability in rule 3.41; and on the third 
line having a single number rating for the leader. Frigate 
Effort markers indicate what they are and their national 
color on one side while on the reverse just having their 
national color.

3.46  Sea Control Markers & Port Control Markers
Sea Control markers are used by the European Powers 
player to indicate sea areas that come under control 
while Port Control markers indicate the name of the 
port and are available in a number of colors to indicate 
which nation currently controls the port.

3.47  Long Voyage & On Station Markers
These markers are used with the optional rule 11.A that 
concerns extended time spent at sea.

3.48:  French Royale & Revolution
Because of the French Revolution, there are two possible 
flags of identification for some ships and markers for 
vessels, leaders, and such things as Squadron markers 
that are available over both periods. Use the correct 
ones (only) for the scenario being played. That is, for 
the Seven Years War and Maritime War scenarios, as 
well as the parts of campaigns that cover these periods, 
use the Royal flag counters with the field of yellow stars 
background. For the Napoleonic Wars scenario as well 
as the parts of campaigns that cover that period, use 
the Napoleonic flag counters with the blue, white, and 
red tri-color background. Under no circumstances may 
a ship or marker for the same item both be used at the 
same time.

Historical Note: During the Royal periods, French ships 
most often flew the pure white flag and only occasionally, 
the white flag with the Fleur-de-lis on it. Graphically, 
however, the pure white flag does not show well and 
thus for ease of identification, we have chosen to use the 
Royale Fleur-de-lis standard instead.

3.5  Squadron Composition Displays
The Squadron Composition Displays constitute the play 
aids for the game, along with a set of six-sided dice and 
a single sheet with a condensed version of the Sequence 
Of Play for reference. Each player’s Composition Display 
sheet is of thick card stock on which are printed the 

Frigate Leader
Name

Scenario

Rating
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names of the main elements (Squadrons) into which 
their forces may be divided. These displays will be used 
by each player to organize many of their units and 
markers. It is required that all units and some markers 
be assigned to these Squadrons or they must remain 
in port, as there are no independent units in this game.

3.6 Definitions Of Terms
Battle Lines – A Battle Line is the units (Ships Of The 
Line) represented by the die cut counter playing pieces 
of one or more Squadrons in a single area that represent 
the forces that are to stand in lines of battle for extended 
gunfire combat.

Navies – The major navies are composed of Squadrons 
in a structure depicted on the Squadron Composition 
Displays. The English player controls the English forces. 
The European Powers player controls the forces of all 
the European nations.

Markers – Markers are used to deal with other game 
functions such as ship command groupings, leaders, 
frigates, tracking victory points, etc.

National Pools – Each player has a number of National 
Pools. For the English player there will be one for English 
units (Ships Of The Line, or SOLs) and one for English 
Leaders. For the European Powers player there will be 
one for each European nations’ (France, Spain, Holland) 
units and for each European nations’ leaders. A National 
Pool is simply a pile of the die cut counter playing 
pieces of the type and group for that pool that are 
placed together and either upside down or in an opaque 
container (such as a coffee mug) so that counters can 
be picked as required from the pile of that National Pool 
in a random way.

Ports – Ports exist on the land zones adjacent to some 
Sea Areas and on islands within some Sea Areas. Ports 
are subject to ownership by one or the other player as 
represented by their nations. Some ports may change 
ownership automatically between scenarios and some 
ports may change ownership by being captured. Others 
are always owned by one player or the other and 
never change ownership. The start of movement for 
all Squadrons is always from a Port to an adjacent Sea 
Area as the first move, but this move does not count 
as a movement point, it is automatic. All combat takes 
place in the Sea Areas and then, after Victory Point 
determinations are completed, all remaining forces 
(units and markers) must be returned to one or more of 
their respective national or neutral Ports

Sea Areas – The map is divided into named Sea Areas 
with borders through the oceans which, along with 
adjacent land zones (some of which contain Ports) 
indicate the limits of each sea area. Some Sea Areas 
controlled during the Area Control & Victory Point Phase 
for each turn determine the number of victory points 
won by the European Powers player for area control. 
See rule 9.0

Senior Leader – The highest rated leader in a Squadron 
is the senior leader. If one or more of the friendly leaders 
are of the same highest rating, the owning player must 
pick one of those equally highly rated leaders as the 
senior.

Squadrons – Squadrons represent the only command 
structure in the game. Squadrons are deployed 
independently, whether in the same Sea Area as another 
Squadron or elsewhere. However, friendly Squadrons 
moving into the same area combine for combat in that 
area. The Squadron marker serves as an on-the-map 
container for those Units in its command structure.

Units – The capital ships of the navies are represented 
as large counters and referred to as Units or Unit-type 
forces. Each Unit-type counter represents one Ship Of 
The Line or SOL.

3.7  Set Up
The English player should sit on the East side of the 
map. The European Powers player should sit on the 
opposite side. Each player should place their Squadron 
Composition Display sheets to the right of the map as 
they face it. Next pick a scenario or campaign that is 
to be played. Separate counters into national pools and 
by entry turn year number. Units and Leaders should 
each be placed in separate pools by nation, face down. 
Counters that will start the game in play will be placed 
in accordance with the rules for Set Up in this section, 
and in Areas, Ports, Frigates, & Squadrons found below 
in the Movement rules in section 6. Finally, refer to the 
Scenarios section (rule 10) for specifics on New Forces 
and on setting up each particular scenario or campaign.

Units that are to be placed on the Squadron Composition 
Displays should be placed first, simultaneously by both 
players, with the units placed face down to conceal their 
identities. The box lid & bottom may be used by players 
to screen this set up from the view of their opponent if 
they so wish. Units and markers placed on the map are 
also placed face down, to conceal their identity from 
the opposing player. Units and markers are always kept 
face down throughout the game except when they are 
turned face up to resolve combat or when the owning 
player wishes to examine his own units.

Next, the turn marker is placed on turn one of the Turn 
Track, the victory point x1 & x10 markers are placed on 
the zero box of the Victory Point Track, and the area 
control markers are placed on the map. Area control at 
the start of each scenario and campaign will vary, so 
specifics for each are included in the Scenarios section 
(rule 10).

Finally, Squadron markers for all nations in play at the 
start of the scenario must be placed in ports where 
they will start the game. At least one Squadron must 
be placed in each home nation port; that is the English 
player must place at least one Squadron in Portsmouth 
and one in Nore. Other Squadrons may be placed in any 
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other port controlled by that nation as per the scenario 
or scenario segment of the campaign being played. 
Squadrons must contain at least one unit and one 
leader or they may not be placed in play. Players should 
alternate placing Squadron markers starting with the 
European Powers player, and when one player runs out, 
the other just finishes placing the rest.

4.0  Sequence Of Play
Each of the turns of the game is composed of the following 
sequence of events, termed Phases. Some Phases are 
also broken down into a sequence of Segments. The 
English player controls the English counters, normally 
referred to as forces, while the European Powers player 
controls the French, Spanish, and Dutch forces. At the 
end of each turn move the Turn marker to the next box 
on the Turn Track.

A.  Forces Phase:  This phase is composed of a number 
of segments which must be played in the following 
order:

1. Demobilize Down To Base Forces Level

2. Pick Base Forces If Below Level

3. Pick New Forces

4. Reorganize Squadrons

Each player will have created a number of national 
‘pools’ of units and composed those units that will be 
available for the scenario, as well as similar national 
pools of leaders. The new forces are then units and 
leaders picked randomly that become available at the 
start of each turn at a rate indicated by the scenario 
and the rules for new forces. These are then distributed 
to Squadrons as the player wishes within the Squadron 
composition limits by placing them on the correct 
national Squadron Composition. Place all new forces 
face down so that they are not visible to the opposing 
player.

Similarly, any new leaders that are to come into play 
appear at this time. As with forces, these leader markers 

will have been placed in national pools as per set up 
requirements for the scenario and any that are to be 
placed into play are picked randomly from these pools.

Finally, the owning player may freely (without breaking 
the limitations of any other rules) reallocate units 
contained within particular Squadrons or to other 
Squadrons whose Squadron markers are in the same 
port, and leaders between any Squadrons, to represent 
command reorganization.

B.  Movement Phase This phase is composed of two 
segments. First the players place frigate markers as per 
the Frigate rules. Then the players alternate moving one 
Squadron marker, English player moving first, until one 
player either runs out of Squadron markers to move 
or passes, indicating being done moving. The other 
player may then move any of their remaining Squadron 
markers without alternating until they also are done 
moving. In turns where more than one of the Europe 
player nations is active, the Europe player must move 
two (2) Squadrons at an alternation rather than one (1). 
Move each separately, and they are not required to take 
the same paths or move to the same destinations.

Units have no specific movement allowance. Instead, they 
move as part of their Squadron of units and so long as 
moving with the movement arrows between areas they 
may move as many areas as wanted by their controlling 
player. However, to move across an area boundary that is 
indicated as not having an arrow or against the direction 
of an existing arrow does require movement points, 
which are equal to the leadership rating of the leader 
of the Squadron. Unlike in other WAR AT SEA family 
games, movement is not required to end when entering 
an opposing occupied area. Instead, when entering 
an area that is opposing occupied a temporary stop 
is only required if that area also contains one or more 
opposing Squadrons, and if after a search procedure 
is completed there is no battle to resolve, the moving 
Squadron may continue movement. Search resolution is 
thus considered to be a part of the Movement phase 
and is completed as required one area at a time as a 

The Sequence of Play
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Squadron is moved. At the completion of all movement, 
the Combat Phase begins.

C.  Combat Phase: Combat is resolved one area at a time 
for all forces in each area that contains forces of both 
players. The order of combat resolution is determined 
by the English player. This can be important with respect 
to the fate of forces that are disabled in combat or have 
successfully disengaged, since they may not retreat 
through (though they may retreat out of) opposing 
controlled areas to return to port, so care in picking the 
order of resolution is required. The resolution of combat 
within each area follows this sequence:

1. Weather Gauge Resolution Segment

2. Battle Line Resolution Segment

3. Disengagement Resolution Segment

Forces that are still engaged at the conclusion of the 
Disengagement Resolution Segment must repeat the 
Battle Line Resolution, and Disengagement Resolution 
segments in that order as often as required until all 
forces involved are disengaged or destroyed and the 
Squadron forces of only one player remain in the area. 
The Combat Phase may then be started for the next 
area.

D.  Area Control, Port Control, & Victory Points Phase 
At the end of the Combat Phase, control of each area 
is, in general, determined by which player has forces 
remaining in the area. This is used to determine victory 
points for area control and other factors. Rules dealing 
with control of areas are found in 8.0, the Area Control 
& Victory Points rules section. Be sure to change the 
control marker for the area to reflect the new controlling 
player. Then, if any attempts to capture ports are to be 
made, resolve these attempts. Finally, add victory points 
for the appropriate player by moving the marker(s) on 
the Victory Point Track.

E.  Return To Port Phase
After all Victory Point determinations are completed, 
all remaining forces, markers and units, are returned 
to port. Forces must return to their respective national 
ports or a neutral port. After all forces are dealt with and 
no more forces remain in sea areas, play moves to the 
Repairs Phase.

F.  Repairs Phase
During this phase, any damaged units are repaired by 
the owning player to the limits of the repair ability of the 
friendly ports in which the forces are located. Repairs 
may not be conducted in neutral ports. The completion 
of repairs ends the turn, and the next turn is begun, or, 
at the end of the last turn of the scenario or campaign, 
the game ends.

5.0  Forces
As indicated previously, the New Forces phase is 
composed of a number of segments which must be 

played in the following order:

1. Demobilize Down To Base Forces Level

2. Pick Base Forces If Below Level

3. Pick New Forces

4. Reorganize Squadrons

First, each player will have indicated by the scenario 
a base number of units and leaders that are to be 
available at the start of the scenario or scenario 
segment of a campaign. After separating the forces 
that will be involved due to the scenario and nation, 
these are placed in separate pools by nation and then 
by leader and unit for each player. The players should 
then randomly pick up to the scenario indicated base 
number. Then randomly pick the amount indicated as 
New Forces. In subsequent turns this base number is 
picked intentionally and retained (rather than randomly) 
as a base of existing units and leaders between turns 
from those that have survived the turn. In this way the 
player may in effect pick a core starting supply of units 
and leaders and may, as the game progresses, place 
better units and leaders as they become available into 
that retained-between-turns base.

Each turn the players will, for each nation, be allowed 
to keep in play between turns the number of leaders 
and units indicated to be the base for that scenario (if 
that many survive the previous turn), and each turn 
at the end of the turn any number in excess of that 
base number must be returned to the national pools 
(demobilize down). If there are not enough left due to 
losses to retain the number indicated by the base, then 
that missing amount is lost to the base for retention 
between those particular turns, but the base numbers 
and the new forces numbers remain unchanged for 
subsequent turns and the difference must be made up 
in the next turn by picking randomly from the national 
pool to get to the correct total value of both base and 
new.

Also note that players may intentionally demobilize 
down to below their base numbers, that is basically 
scrapping ships and putting leaders ashore, so as to 
randomly pick back up to their base numbers in hopes 
of better results, all the way up to going down to no 
remaining base units and/or leaders, if they wish.

5.1 New Forces
New forces are those units and leaders that are not 
retained in play from previous turns. In SOVEREIGN 
OF THE SEAS this happens for both players every turn. 
As part of the set up indicated by the specifics of the 
scenario to be played, each player will have created a 
number of national ‘pools’ of units and composed those 
units that will be available for the scenario, as well as 
similar national pools of leaders. The new forces are 
then units and leaders picked randomly that become 
available at the start of each turn at a rate indicated 
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by the scenario and the rules for new forces. These are 
picked at random from the specific national pools as 
indicated by the scenario and are then distributed to 
Squadrons as the player wishes within the Squadron 
composition limits by placing them on the correct 
national Squadron Composition. Place all new forces 
face down so that they are not visible to the opposing 
player.

5.2 New Leaders
Similarly, any new leaders that are to come into 
play appear at this time. As with forces, these leader 
markers must be placed in national pools as per set up 
requirements for the scenario and any that are to be 
placed into play are picked randomly from these pools.

5.3 Reorganization
Finally, the owning player may freely (without breaking 
the limitations of any other rules) reallocate units 
contained within particular Squadrons or to other 
Squadrons whose Squadron markers are in the same 
port, move empty Squadrons to different ports, and 
shift leaders between any ports and squadrons, to 
represent command reorganization. Note that, unlike 
in some other games using similar systems, such as 
GRAND FLEET, during this section of the sequence 
of play forces in play from the previous turn may not 
be moved between ports. As a result, to have already 
on-the-map units or markers end up where you want 
them for the next turn, you must return them to the 
port they will stage out of at the end of the previous 
turn. In some instances, this may require restaging over 
more than a single turn. At this time, players should 
also create stacks of their units within each Squadron 
section on the Squadron Composition Display sheets. 
These stacks should be in the intended order of line of 
battle for those units within the stack, which will come 
into play during combat resolution. At the end of any 
such reorganization, begin the Movement Phase.

6.0 Movement
6.1 General Movement
The map is divided into 44 sea areas with borders 
through the oceans to indicate their limits, along with 
adjacent land zones as limits. Ports exist on the land 
border zones of some sea areas or on islands, or both. 
Forces may not enter land areas except to enter a 
port. Movement must be through a line of contiguous 
adjacent areas via sea side borders only. Additionally, 
movement must stop temporarily to conduct a search 
when entering an area if (but only if) that area contains 
opposing Squadron(s).

The players’ units are moved in groups as Squadrons, 
thus the only marker that needs to be moved on the 
map for all of the units in a Squadron is the marker for 
that Squadron, while the actual units for the Squadron 
remain in the box of that particular Squadron on the 

Squadron Composition Display. Additionally, and most 
centrally, Squadrons may not move unless they have a 
leader for the Squadron assigned to them and placed 
in the box on the display to indicate the assignment. In 
effect, leaders move Squadrons rather than Squadrons 
moving alone.

The movement ability of a Squadron is equal to the 
rating of the highest level leader assigned to that 
Squadron. When multiple leaders are assigned to a 
single Squadron, there is no cumulative effect. Each area 
will have indicators between it and all adjacent areas 
that are either arrows pointing toward the adjacent area 
or into the current area (that is, away from the adjacent 
area) or a dotted boundary separating areas. These 
symbols indicate the prevailing wind between areas. 
The rating of the senior leader with a Squadron is its 
movement allowance in points. To move a Squadron 
between one area and another in the direction of an 
arrow symbol costs zero (0) movement points. To move 
the Squadron between one area and another against 
the arrow symbol (that is, across the point rather than 
across the base) costs two (2) movement points. To 
move across a dotted boundary, indicating no prevailing 
wind between the areas, costs one (1) movement point. 
The dashed boundary on the north edge of the map is 
not crossable.

The start of movement for a Squadron is always from a 
port to an adjacent sea area as the first move and this 
movement is never counted against the total movement 
allowance of a leader for a Squadron as it is always 
considered to be with the wind direction arrow though 
none is printed on the map for this purpose. Note that all 
ports are only adjacent to one sea area, and movement 
from the port must begin into that adjacent sea area. 
Note also that at the end of movement a Squadron may 
end that movement in a friendly or neutral port and 
the movement from that final sea area to the friendly 
or neutral port in that area is also an automatic move 
and never requires movement points. This also applies 
during the Return to Port phase.

When a moving Squadron marker enters an area 
containing a Squadron marker under the control of 
the opposing player, a temporary stop of movement is 
required so as to conduct a search procedure. At the 
conclusion of the procedure the result will allow the 
player controlling the moving Squadron to continue to 
move the Squadron or require that the Squadron stop 
movement in that area for a later resolution of a combat. 
When a moving Squadron enters an area already 
containing a friendly Squadron that is not marked to 
participate in a battle, and the moving Squadron will 
end its movement in that area, the two Squadrons are 
immediately combined into a single Squadron under the 
command of the higher rated leader on the Squadron 
Composition Display and the other Squadron marker 
is removed from play for the turn. If the senior leaders 
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of the two Squadrons are equal, the player picks which 
Squadron will remain in play and its leader is considered 
senior.

If no friendly force moves to and ends in an area that 
was controlled in the previous turn (as indicated by a 
control marker being present in the area) remove that 
control marker at the end of the Movement Phase, rather 
than waiting until the next Area Control, Ports Control, & 
Victory Points Phase.

6.2 Ports
Ports are either controlled by one player or the other, 
or are neutral. On the map each port is indicated in 
the area of its location and a color code is applied for 
indicating the ownership of ports that remain under the 
control of a particular player in all scenarios and cannot 

be captured. Other ports that 
can change ownership do 
not have a color code on the 
area map, but instead have a 
two sided marker that is color 
coded to indicate by the side 
currently face up who controls 
the port. Additionally, there 
are port boxes on the map with 
the name of the port, the port 
numeric value for repairs and 

other purposes, and color coding dealing with national 
control. These can be used for the placement of markers 
that are to be in the indicated port to reduce clutter on 
the map.

Note that there are two different forms of these port 
boxes. One set are for ports that never change hands 
and these are color coded in the same way as their 
counterparts in the map play areas. The other set are for 
ports that can change control and these have an initial 
controlling player for each of these ports indicated by 
the color code for each scenario (or scenario segment 
of a campaign game) and at the start of play the correct 
marker for each changeable port should be placed in 
the box for that port with the correct ownership color 
face up. Then, if the port changes ownership during 
the scenario, the marker can be flipped to indicate the 
national color of the current owning player. Note that 
the port of Brest is considered to be in the Bay Of Biscay 
area (only).

6.21 Port limits
Ports are limited in the number of Squadrons that they 
may host, that is, how many Squadrons may start in 
them or return to them. This limit is the same as the 
repair number printed on the map associated with each 
port. Note that this limit counts individual Squadrons 
that contain units, but Squadron markers without units 
or not to be deployed are not considered to be ‘in’ the 
port and hence are not counted against the limit. For 
Neutral ports this number is a maximum per player.

6.22 Neutral Ports
There are 4 permanently neutral ports and units of 
either side may use them to return to port. They will 
not, however, be able to provide repair for any units of 
any side in the basic rules. Additionally, during the next 
movement phase, any units that returned to a neutral 
port must leave that port and may not return to a neutral 

port again at the end of the current player 
turn, that is, units that start movement in 
a neutral port may not return at the end 
of movement to a neutral port.

Note that at various times in various 
scenarios particular nations are 

considered to be neutrals in that they have not yet 
entered the war for that scenario or campaign. While 
a nation is so considered to be neutral its ports are 
considered to be neutral ports and act as such by the 
rules noted above. Once a nation enters the war as per 
the scenario rules, starting at that turn year, the ports 
of that nation are no longer considered neutral. Any 
opposing forces that do not leave a no-longer-neutral 
port during that first turn of no-longer-being-neutral are 
considered destroyed and removed as if lost in combat 
at the end of the unit-owning-player-turn for that initial 
turn of entry into the war.

Finally in some scenarios and scenario segments of 
campaigns various ports in North America that normally 
can change ownership start as neutrals or by scenario 
rule become neutral during the game. Once these 
ports are neutral they no longer can change ownership 
and they remain neutral for the rest of the scenario or 
campaign.

6.23 Capturing Ports
Only the ports which have changeable control markers 
can be captured. To attempt to capture such a port from 
the opposing player, the attacking player must have the 
only forces present at sea in the area, that is a Squadron 
at sea in the sea area which contains the port, and that 
squadron must contain at least two (2) units and a leader. 
Thus ports are captured after area control is determined 
but prior to assigning victory points and returning to 
port at the end of each turn. If controlling the area in 
which the port is located, or being the only player with 
forces at sea in the area, the player may attempt to take 
control of one port of the currently controlling player’s 
choice per turn from that area.

To resolve this control attempt, the player currently 
controlling the port rolls a die and adds the roll to the 
strength of the port that the opposing player indicates 
is being attacked. The player that is attacking the port 
rolls a die and adds the roll to the value of the highest 
rated friendly leader of the friendly Squadron in the area. 
The player with the higher total wins control of the port. 
If the totals are equal, the port remains in the control of 
the player that started the turn controlling it. If control 
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has changed, flip the national color marker in the port’s 
box to indicate the color of the new controlling player. 
Any opposing leaders in a port that is captured are also 
considered captured while any opposing units in the 
port are considered to be immediately sunk. Captured 
leaders return to play after being out of play for one 
turn, just as if they had been injured in combat (see rule 
7.4).

6.231 New France A: Quebec City is unique in that to 
be captured, the English player must first have captured 
the other French port in the area, Louisburg. When 
Quebec has been captured, New France is considered 
to have fallen to the English player and remains English 
for all further turns of the scenario or campaign being 
played; that is, it cannot be recaptured.

6.232 New France B: Louisburg is also unique in that if 
it is captured, the English player is considered to have 
destroyed it, and it is not available on any later turns 
for any player regardless of the scenario or Campaign 
being played.

6.233 French East India Company: Pondicherry is 
unique in that to be captured, the English player must 
control the sea area it borders on (the Bay Of Bengal) 
for two (2) turns, instead of the normal one (1).

6.3 Frigates
6.31 General
Each scenario starts with an indicated number of frigate 
markers for each participating nation. This number of 
markers remains constant for that scenario or scenario 
segment of a campaign. Frigate markers come into 
play in a number of rules such as search and the war on 

commerce. Frigate markers are 
never lost in combat and may 
be re-used each turn during that 
scenario or scenario segment.

6.32 Placement
At the start of the movement phase of each turn prior 
to the movement of any Squadrons or other markers, 
players may place their Frigate markers that are 
available for the turn. Players alternate placing one 
frigate marker at a time, with the English player placing 
first by simply putting one frigate marker in any sea 
area on the map. These markers are placed face up and 
are used to indicate a high level of activity of frigates 
and other cruisers which would not be something that 
the other side would be unaware of during the course 
of a year. The European Powers player places the 
frigate markers available for the turn of the scenario or 
scenario segment of a campaign for all the European 
nations. In all cases each frigate marker is considered to 
be equal to every other frigate marker. Frigates do not 
engage in movement or combat per se but will influence 
search and the war on commerce. There is no limit to 
the number of frigate markers that may be placed in a 

particular sea area by one or both players.

6.4 Leaders & Assignment
As indicated in the general movement rules, the rating 
of the highest rated leader acts as the movement 
allowance of the Squadron to which they are assigned. 
Additionally, each leader must be assigned to a single 
Squadron and must be stacked with the units directly 
under their command. Leaders are considered to be 
physically aboard the unit in the stack they are placed 

on top of, when placed on 
the Squadron Composition 
Display. Leaders not so 
placed (on top of a unit in 
a stack in the Squadron 
Composition Display) have 

no effect on play (in effect, they stay ashore, and in later 
play may be placed in any home port of their nation). 
Extra leaders may travel with a Squadron placed on top 
of other units in the stack to be considered to be with 
that unit and may from that position influence combat.

There is no limit on the number of extra leaders that may 
travel with a Squadron. However, there is a limit to the 
number of ships that may be directly under the control 
of a single leader. No leader may control for movement 
or combat more than 16 units. The senior leader of a 
Squadron that has more than 16 units hence must 
have subordinate leaders and these must be indicated 
by having separate stacks of units within the same 
Squadron box on the Squadron Composition Display. 
Do this by placing the senior leader face up while all 
subordinate leaders are placed face down and placing 
the sailing and combat order of the stacks by placing 
them from start at the left to end at the right in a row in 
the Squadron’s box of the display.

6.5 Search
A Squadron, as it enters an area containing an opposing 
Squadron marker, must stop at least temporarily and 
conduct a search procedure, unless other Squadrons are 
already in a battle in the area in which case the entering 
squadron may try to join the already indicated battle, 
and if it fails it must either enter a friendly or neutral 
port in the area or continue moving out of the area, even 
if it exceeds its normal movement ability, in which case 
this movement must end at the nearest such port. If a 
squadron starts in a port in an area and moves to sea in 
that area, it may then just remain in that area and is then 
allowed to do a search just as if it had just moved into 
the area.

Each player has a two counter set of search resolution 
marker counters. One is labeled FIGHT while the other 
is labeled AVOID. To conduct the search, each player 
secretly picks one of these two markers and when both 
players have picked, they are revealed to the other 
player. If both players have picked AVOID, no search 
succeeds and the moving player may stop voluntarily in 

Name

Scenario

Rating
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the area by entering a friendly or neutral port in the area, 
but may not remain in the area at sea, so must otherwise 
simply continue to move, even if it exceeds its normal 
movement ability, in which case this movement must 
end at the nearest such port. If both players have picked 
FIGHT, movement for that Squadron stops immediately 
in that area and the two Squadron markers are stacked 
with a Battle marker. Combat may occur between these 
Squadrons during the combat phase.

If one player picks AVOID and the other player picks 
FIGHT, each player totals the leadership rating of their 
senior leader in the Squadron plus one (1) for each unit in 
the their Squadron plus three (3) for each of their frigate 
markers in the area plus the result of a single die roll for 
the player that picked FIGHT and the total of three (3) 
dice rolls for the player that picked AVOID. The player 
with the higher total wins and whatever their indicated 
search result was applies. For ties, roll again. Note that if 
the result of a search is an AVOID, the moving Squadron 
may not end its movement for the phase at sea in that 
area. That Squadron may move into a friendly or neutral 
port in that area to end its movement or it must move 
on to another area to end its movement, even if this 
exceeds its normal movement ability, in which case this 
movement must end in the nearest such port.

If one or more other friendly Squadrons enter an area 
after a search has already found an opposing Squadron 
and a Battle marker has been placed, do not do further 
searches. Instead the owning player must determine if 
each newly entering Squadron can join with the already 
present friendly Squadron indicated to be involved in a 
battle. To determine if that extra Squadron can combine 
with the Squadron that found the opposing Squadron 
for the upcoming battle, roll a die for the new friendly 
Squadron and add the senior leader values of both the 
friendly Squadron now under the Battle marker and the 
friendly Squadron trying to combine for the combat. If 
the total is 7 or more, the two Squadrons find each other 
and can both participate in the combat as a combined 
Squadron under the command of the higher leader (or 
player’s choice, if equal). On the Squadron Composition 
Display move the elements of the Squadron to be 
absorbed to the box of the Squadron of the senior leader 
and remove the marker of the now empty squadron 
from play for the rest of the turn.

If there is a third, fourth, or further additional friendly 
Squadron, each repeats this procedure to see if they 
also manage to join up to participate. Squadrons that 
do not combine cannot participate in that combat and 
must either enter port in the area or continue moving to 
another area as if they had gotten an Avoid result. The 
only other case is a Squadron entering an area with a 
friendly Squadron already there at sea, but no opposing 
Squadron(s) present. In this case no search is required. 
The moving Squadron may automatically combine 
with the other friendly Squadron or it may move into a 
friendly or neutral port in the area or it may continue to 

move on to another area, again, even if this exceeds its 
normal movement ability, in which case this movement 
must end in the nearest such port.

6.6 Squadrons
Squadrons represent the only command structure in 
SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS. They can be deployed 
separately, or more than one can be deployed to the 
same area. Squadron markers also represent all of the 
forces for that Squadron on the Squadron Composition 
Displays. Moving the marker is, in effect, the same as 
moving all of the forces in the Squadron, but saves the 

physical effort of such repeated movements 
by having just one counter to move. A 
Squadron marker that does not contain at 
least one unit and one leader may be placed 
into play on the map and moved as an Empty 

Squadron, or a decoy.

6.61 Empty Squadron Markers
A Squadron marker all of whose units are lost or that 
has never had any units assigned to it may start a turn 
in any port of its nation. At the start of each turn simply 
place such an empty Squadron marker in port along 
with placing Squadron markers for Squadrons that do 
contain units. These are considered to be the same 
thing; that is, false information that the opposing player 
will gather along with actual information as to where 
Squadrons with real forces have moved. No leaders are 
assigned to empty Squadrons. They are moved just as if 
there were normal Squadrons with units and a two (2) 
rated leader for all movement and search purposes (and 
markers associated with their movement from optional 
rules are placed on them just as if they were filled 
Squadrons). They are revealed as empty and removed 
from play for the turn if a searching opposing Squadron 
does not pick ‘avoid’ as its search choice. At the end 
of the turn, all empty Squadron markers still at sea are 
returned to port and are available for use in following 
turns either containing units or again as empty.

7.0 Combat
7.1 Combat Resolution
The combat of opposing Squadrons in the same area 
that have had a successful search and found each other 
is mandatory and is done as a series of combats in each 
area, resolving one area at a time. First the resolution of 
the Weather Gauge must be determined as it allows the 
possibility of one side avoiding combat. This is followed 
by the resolution of combat by the units and leaders of 
the involved Squadrons from the Composition Displays.

7.2 Weather Gauge
To determine which player has the weather gauge each 
player rolls a die and adds it to the rating of their single 
most high rated leader in the area that leads a Squadron 
that will participate in the combat (if a tie, use either). The 
English player then adds two (2) to the total to represent 
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superior seamanship. The player with the higher resulting 
total wins the weather gauge. If there is a tie, repeat the 
procedure until one of the other wins. The player that 
wins the weather gauge may examine the composition 
of the opposing Squadron(s) and leaders that are about 
to engage in the battle. After examining the opposing 
forces, at the option of the player that won the weather 
gauge, that player may decide to move directly to battle 
or may disengage instead of continuing into the battle. 
If disengaging before any combat is resolved that player 
must move all friendly Squadrons in that area into a 
friendly or neutral port in that area or to an adjacent 
area that has no opposing Squadrons. A disengaging 
player is considered to have lost any battles in the area 
for area control considerations.

7.3 Battle Lines
To resolve combat for opposing Squadrons, each player 
lines up their units using the top to bottom of the 
stack from their Composition sheet for the Squadrons 
involved in the combat. The line starts with the upper 
left stack on the Squadron composition display with 
stacks to the right and then similarly with any stacks in 
the next row further down the display. Units are lined 
up counter to opposing counter as 2 lines. If there is 
overlap, that is one side has more units than the other 
side, the side with the greater number of units may start 

overmatching the side with the lesser number, starting 
at the beginning of the line as indicated by the top 
unit of the initial (or only) Squadron. Overmatch units 
must be placed one extra against each opposing unit, 
starting from the beginning of the opposing line, until 
all extra units are placed. If there is more than one level 
of overlap, repeat it in the same way until all units are 
placed.

7.31. Results
Once the Battle lines have been set up, a round of 
gunfire combat begins. Each player rolls a number of 
dice for each unit equal to the attack factor of that unit 
against the opposing opposite unit. In instances where 
attackers are doubled up (or more) against an opposing 
unit due to overlap, the total of the attack factors for the 
units is used. In all instances, the defender is the front 
(not a doubled up) unit. If a die result is a 6, that is a hit 
and damage will be rolled for each 6 result against each 
target unit. If the result is a 5, that is a disabled result, 
and that unit will drop out of the Battle Line and may 
not participate in further combat that turn. Disabled 
units are sent back to the nearest (by movement points 
or number of areas if the movement points are equal) 
friendly port immediately after finishing the combat 
resolution round, regardless of their damage level 
(or the nearest Neutral port if he unit has more than 

French Line (stack)
1st: Souverain (top of stack)
2nd: Superb
3rd: Téméraire
4th: Zodiaque
5th: Thésée
6th: Soleil Royal

Battle Lines [7.3]

British Line (stack)
1st: Mars (top of stack)

2nd: Culloden
3rd: Burford

4th: Dorsetshire
5th: Norwich

6th: Chatham
Overmatch Units (start back at 1)

1st/2nd row: St. Albans
2nd/2nd row: Lancaster

Overmatch Units

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th
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one damage point and a Neutral port is closer than a 
friendly port, or, if more than one friendly port is the 
same distance, go to either or any combination of them). 
Roll again for each 6 hit and the result of the roll is the 
number of damage points taken by the target.

Mark with damage markers each damaged unit to 
represent its damage taken. Similarly mark each disabled 
unit with a disabled marker for return to a friendly or 
neutral port at the end of the current round of combat 
as indicated just above. Units that accumulate damage 
greater than their defense value are sunk and should be 
noted to be removed at the end of the current round 
of combat. However, for each round of gunfire combat, 
no results take effect until after all units have fired and 
results from their firing been assigned. At that point the 
round ends and players determine if disengagement 
occurs. If it does, the battle is ended. If not, another 
round of Gunfire combat is conducted. This continues 
until either one or both sides disengage, or no forces for 
one side remain. In either case, the side with remaining 
forces or that did not disengage wins the battle. Unlike 
in other WAR AT SEA family games, sunk units, after 
being counted for Victory Points, are returned to their 
national pools, as new construction or rebuilt units, as 
for this game “sunk’ seldom represents actually sinking.

7.32. Damage
Undamaged units and damaged units that have not 
been disabled must continue to fight in ensuing rounds 
of battle, however they do so with modification of their 
unit values due to their damage. Each point of damage 
reduces a unit’s attack value by one point for subsequent 
rounds of combat. However, no unit may be reduced to 

less than one attack value point remaining.

7.33. Reforming Battle Lines
If no disengagement occurs, to form new opposing 
Battle Lines after a round of combat, first remove any 
damaged units and place them at the end of the line, 
in the order of least number of damage points to most 
number of damage points, that is, the unit with the 
least damage right after the last undamaged unit. In 
instances of the same damage, the owning player may 
pick the order of those units with the same damage 
total. Then simply close the order for the remaining units 
after those sunk or disabled have been removed, thus 
maintaining the same line of battle sequence, and then 
re-determine any new resulting overlap. Damaged units 
may not overlap from the front of the opposing line, but 
instead overlap from the end of the opposing line. Thus, 
in cases of a very outnumbered opponent, it is possible 
that undamaged units might overlap the front of the 
opposing line while damaged units overlap the back of 

the opposing line, potentially producing even a doubled 
overlap at the center of the opposing line.

7.4 Leaders & Combat
Leaders may have direct influence on combat for the 
unit they are on and possibly other units. The rating 
of a leader is the number of extra die rolls the leader 
provides for each combat round. These extra die rolls 
are applied one per unit starting with the unit the leader 
is on and extending out to the number of units of the 

leader rating to the nearest units. Thus, a 
leader with a rating of 2 would give one 
extra die roll to the unit it is on and one 
extra to either the unit ahead of it (if there 
is one) or the unit behind it (if there is one). 
No unit may carry more than one leader 

and this combat effect of extra die may not apply from 
more than one leader to a single unit. Thus, if there are 
two leaders that are so placed on units in a stack that 
both could apply the extra die roll in combat to a unit, 
only one may do so. The other may apply its combat die 
leadership bonus to a unit in the other direction in the 
stack if this does not break the nearest unit rule, but if it 
does the extra die roll is simply lost

Whenever a unit with a leader is involved in a combat 
resolution and the ship the leader is aboard is damaged 
or sunk (not if disabled), at the end of the combat 
round roll two dice (d6) and total the results. On a 2-7, 
there is no effect. On an 8-11, the leader is injured. Move 
the leader marker from the area to the turn track and 
place it to return after one full turn out of play. Thus, a 
leader injured in the 1793 turn would be placed on the 
1795 spot to return to play in that turn. On a result of 
12 the leader is killed. Remove such leaders from play 
and do not return them to their National pool as they 
will remain out of play for the remainder of the game. 
If the unit the leader was on is disabled, after checking 
for the fate of the leader if the unit was also damaged, 
the leader leaves the combat area with that unit and is 
not considered in further combat rounds in that area for 
that turn.

7.5 Joint Command
If the European player has units of more than one 
nation in a battle (for example, units of both France and 
Spain), subtract one die from the number rolled for each 
European player unit in all rounds of combat for that 
battle.

7.6 Disengagement
Disengagement is involuntary and represents the 
demoralization of the losing side of a battle. If at the end 
of a round of combat all of the units of one side in an 
area have been sunk, damaged, and/or sent back to port 
as disabled, then a disengagement occurs. Basically, as 
soon as one side has no remaining undamaged units 
left, the combat ends and the other side puts the Battle 
marker on surviving Squadron to indicate having won 
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the battle. No further combat rounds are played for that 
battle in that area. Note that this disengagement may 
not occur in the middle of the resolution of a round of 
gunfire combat, but only after all involved units have 
fired and all damage has been assessed. Also note that 
it is very possible for a unit to be both damaged and 
disabled, hence being forced out of the battle and back 
to port with damage.

When a disengagement is forced, the losing squadron 
is considered disbanded and any surviving damaged 
units of the player that has lost are treated as if they 
had been disabled and moved directly to the nearest 
friendly or neutral port as indicated in 7.31. If it should 
occur that at the end of a round of battle both sides 
have no remaining undamaged units, that is both sides 
have been forced to disengage, both sides follow the 
disengagement rules and neither is considered to have 
won the battle. From an area control standpoint, should 
this occur the area is considered to remain uncontrolled.

8.0 Area Control & Victory Points
8.1 Area Control
To be considered to control a sea area during Area 
Control, Port Control, & Victory Points Phase, the 
European Powers player must be the only player with 
a Squadron (Frigate Effort markers do not count) 
remaining at sea in the area. Units in port in an area 
never count toward control of the area. In all cases that 
Squadron must contain at least two (2) units still within 
it to control the sea area, though these units may be 
damaged and no remaining leader is required. Generally 
this means that the European Powers player will have 
to either have had no competition for the area and 
have such a Squadron present or have won any battle 
for the area by sinking or sending home or to port 
as disabled all opposing forces and after combat still 
having a friendly Squadron present. Finally, if no forces 
of sufficient type and quantity are present, then that 
area is considered uncontrolled. Sea control markers for 
the European player should be placed to indicate the 
state of controlled areas.

8.2 Area Victory Points
Some sea areas are indicated to be worth 
victory points by having a large victory 
point number in the area. Only the European 
Powers player earns victory points for area 
control. After the conclusion of the Combat 
Phase, determine this number and advance 

the European player victory point markers on the Victory 
Point Track by the total for the European Powers player 
controlled areas for the turn. The English player never 
earns points for area control. Note that many areas have 
no indicated control points and as such they are not 
judged for control for any purpose.

8.3 Losses Victory Points
Unlike in other games of the WAR AT SEA family, in 
SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS victory points are earned 
by the English player (only) for destroying opposing 
forces, though both players lose points for losing their 
own forces. During the Area Control & Victory Points 
Phase after completing the calculation of victory points 
for Area Control, next count and mark on the Victory 
Point Track amounts for European Powers forces sunk 
during the turn just completed. For each opposing SOL 
type unit sunk of 74 guns rating or greater, count two 
(2) victory points. For each of less than 74 guns rating, 
count one (1) victory point. Then subtract one (1) victory 
point from the English player total for each of their units 
sunk in the turn, regardless of the gun rating. After 
accounting for sunk units and marking totals with the 
player’s Victory Point markers on the track, return the 
units to their national pools for use in the next turn.

8.4 The War On Commerce
European Powers Frigate Effort markers directly earn 
victory points if they have been placed to be able to 
attack opposing commerce in an area. After determining 
area control at the end of a turn and prior to returning to 
port, check to see if any European Powers Frigate Effort 
markers are in an area that has opposing controlled 
ports but has no opposing Squadrons. Frigate markers 
are considered to be operating successfully against 
opposing merchants in such an area if there is no 
opposing Squadron present. For each such European 
Powers Frigate Effort marker, the owning player earns 
3 victory points, which should be marked with the 
European Powers player’s Victory Point markers on the 
VP track. If an opposing Squadron is present in the area 
and that Squadron has two (2) or more units remaining 
in it (even if damaged) on the Squadron Composition 
Display, no points may be earned for the war on 
commerce by frigates in that area, but if the opposing 
Squadron has fewer units, the European Powers Frigate 
Effort marker still earns victory points.

8.5 Victory
The total from the Victory Point track at the end of the 
last turn of the game determines which player wins. If 
the total is 50 or more points higher for one player or 
the other, that player wins a major victory. If the total 
is 25-49 points higher for one player or the other, that 
player wins a minor victory. For differences less than 25 
points, the game is considered to be a draw.

9.0 Return To Port & Damage Repair
9.1 Return To Port
After all Victory Point determinations are completed, 
all remaining forces, markers and units, are returned 
to port. Forces must return to their national ports, an 
active friendly nation port, or a neutral port. After all 
forces are dealt with and no more forces remain in sea 
areas, play moves to the Repairs Phase. No Leader 
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markers are needed with a Squadron for it to return to 
port. The port returned to may be any port of the nation 
of the returning Squadron or a neutral, and without 
regard to distance traveled to return to that port. Note 
that if units are returned to the port of an active friendly 
nation, those units may be freely combined into the 
Squadron(s) of that other nation in the following turn 
without regard to national distinctions.

9.2 Damage Repair
Damage points assigned to units may be repaired to 
some extent and over time. Each player has a repair 
capability number printed on the map for each of their 
national ports. This number is the maximum total number 
of damage points that port may remove from units of its 
nationality or another active friendly nationality that are 
in that port during the Damage Repair Phase. Players 
simply remove damage from units of their choice in 
each such port to the indicated point limit. For example, 
if there are 3 units, each with 4 damage, in a port with 
a capability of 8, then 2 units may be fully repaired and 
1 left with 4 damage; or 2 may receive 3 repairs and 1 
receive 2 repairs, etc.

The owning player may repair all of the damage of a 
particular unit or only part of a unit’s damage. A unit is 
never required to be assigned to a squadron and sailed 
every movement phase, so a unit that remains damaged 
after as much repair as possible is done can simply be 
left in that port to be further repaired on subsequent 
turns, or it may be sailed with some damage as yet 
unrepaired by assigning it to a squadron that is to be 
moved. Damage to units may not be repaired in neutral 
ports.

9.3 Flow Charts
In order to aid players in following the sequence of 
play and choosing options as they occur, flow charts 
for the game are provided. In the case of uncertainty 
or contradiction, the textual rules take precedence over 
the flow charts.
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11.0 Optional Rules
These rules are extras that complicate play, but can make 
the game somewhat more historically reflective. They 
may be used individually or in combinations as agreed 
to by both players before the start of play. Additionally, 
some of the rules will obviously provide an advantage to 
one side or the other, so they may be added to balance 
out unequal players and make for a better game.

11.A Sea Time
Spending long periods at sea either on station or on an 
extended cruise could help crews by giving them vital 
experience but could hurt the readiness of the forces 
due to the wear and tear of such operations on the 
ships of the Squadron. To reflect this there are markers 
available for the English player for ‘On Station’ and for 
both players for ‘Extended Cruise.’

11.A1 On Station
For an English Squadron, if that Squadron is to be 
moved no more than two (2) areas, the English player 
may, after moving the Squadron, place an On Station 
marker on the Squadron. Such a marked Squadron adds 
3 to its search total for any searches in its area that 
turn but also rolls a single die to determine wear and 
tear damage. The result of the roll is the total number 
of damage points that must be assigned to units in the 
Squadron. These points may be assigned in any manner 
desired by the English player that is broken up between 
units evenly or unevenly. The marker is removed during 
the return to port phase.

11.A2 Long Voyages
For any Squadron that is moving 8 or more areas, place 
a Long Voyage marker on the Squadron as it enters its 
eighth area of movement. If the same Squadron moves 
16 or more areas, place a second marker on the Squadron 
as it enters its sixteenth area of movement. If the same 
Squadron moves 24 or more areas, place a third marker 
on the Squadron as it enters its twenty-fourth area 
of movement. After movement for the Squadron is 
completed, roll one die per Long Voyage marker that 
the Squadron has obtained. The result of the roll is the 
total number of damage points that must be assigned to 
units in the Squadron. These points may be assigned in 
any manner desired by the owning player that is broken 
up between units evenly or unevenly. Any Long Voyage 
(not Damage) markers are removed during the return to 
port phase.

11.B Weather
This rule produces a large increase in the luck factor of 
the game but is actually somewhat consistent with the 
sorts of effects that weather could have on campaigns. 
Whenever a Squadron attempts to leave a port a die 
must be rolled for it. The value of the highest numbered 
leader with the Squadron is added to the die roll. On a 
modified result of 5 or more the Squadron moves to sea 
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normally and there is no weather effect. On a modified 
result of 3 or 4 the Squadron must stay in port and may 
not be moved at all that turn. On a modified result of 1 
or 2, serious storm damage occurs. Roll a single die for 
each unit in the Squadron. A result of 1-4 is the storm 
damage assigned to that unit. This damage is in all 
ways identical to damage as it would have been taken 
in combat. A result of 5-6 is not damage to that unit. 
Additionally, the Squadron may not leave port that turn.

11.C Revolution
The French Revolution caused major change in the 
command structure of all French forces, including the 
French Navy. In particular, senior leadership that was 
associated with the old aristocracy was often discarded 
or even executed. To represent this, the European 
Powers player rolls a die for revolution effects at the 
start of the turn beginning with turn 1793 and through 
turn 1795. The die roll result is the number of leaders 
randomly removed from the French leader’s pool. These 
removed leaders are placed aside as a separate group 
and starting at the beginning of the 1796 turn each turn 
one is randomly picked and returned to the French 
leader pool.

11.D Alternate Delayed Repair
For simplicity, repair is assumed to have occurred 
sometime during the ongoing turn, since events of 
the turn would have occurred over a long time period. 
However, players may want to delay repair to reflect long 
term problems and complicate the game slightly. To try 
this, only units that have remained in the repairing port 
for the entire turn may be repaired during the Repair 
Phase for the current turn.

11.E Bidding
In some situations, both players may wish to play the 
same side due to a perception of an advantage for that 
side. Should that happen, before determining which 
player will play which side, both players should secretly 
note on a sheet of paper how many victory points they 
will bid to play the desired side. After this is done, both 
players reveal their bids, and the player with the higher 
bid plays the side of their choice, with the other player 
taking the other side. However, the bid losing player is 
granted a starting victory point level before the game 
begins equal to the number bid by the winning player. In 
event of a tie, flip a coin with the winner picking a side 
first and no extra victory points earned.

11.F Handicapping
If players are of unequal skill or experience in play or 
with the game, play may be balanced by giving to the 
weaker player a starting number of victory points as a 
handicap. Determining the level of a handicap is always 
difficult, but an attempt should be made to reflect the 
differences between the players and any optional rules in 
use as fairly as possible. Additionally, some players may, 
after playing the game a number of times, discern what 

they consider to be an imbalance toward one side or the 
other. Should this occur, simply modify the starting level 
of the side perceived to be at a disadvantage to start 
the game with a number of victory points, rather than 
starting at zero, that reflects what is considered by the 
players to compensate for their view of the imbalance. 

11.G Fog Of War
SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS in its standard rules is, like 
GRAND FLEET and SETTING SUN, RISING SUN, much 
more oriented toward fog of war aspects than the other 
earlier games of this family. If players are going to play 
the game solo, or wish to reduce this fog of war aspect, 
instead of playing the game with unit and maker counters 
face down until the stage of laying out forces to resolve 
combats, and using the Squadron markers to further 
disguise the contents and identity of forces, players 
may simply play with counters face up and subject to 
examination by the opposing player at any time. This 
reduces considerably the historical uncertainty of the 
maritime situations in the Age of Sail, but it also makes 
the game much more chess like by allowing additional 
pre-calculation of potential combats. Additionally, 
playing in this fashion allows for solitaire play of the 
game, should the player be working on the game solo.

11.H Automatic Campaign Victory
In the standard game, victory in a campaign is only 
determined at the end of the last turn. However, to 
increase tension, automatic victory may be used in 
Campaigns only (not in regular scenarios). Automatic 
victory occurs at the end of any turn when a player has 
a score of 100 or more, thus ending the game before the 
end of the last turn.

11.I The Northern Alliances
About once per war the Russians, Danes, and/or 
Swedes in the Baltic Sea appeared to the English to be 
a threat that they needed to consider and on occasion 
do something about. To represent this, each scenario or 
each new scenario section of a campaign, the European 
Powers player rolls a die at the start of each turn. For 
the 1756 and 1778 scenarios or campaign segments 
this starts with the first turn. For the 1793 scenario or 
campaign segment this starts with the 1800 turn. On 
a result of six (6) for that turn and that turn only, the 
Baltic Sea area earns 4 victory points for the European 
Powers player if at the end of that turn the area is not 
occupied by an English Squadron containing at least 12 
SOL units and no Squadrons at all of any level of units 
of any European Powers player nation. The first time 
this six is rolled for a scenario or campaign segment 
this procedure is followed, but at that point rolling for 
the occurrence of the Northern Alliance is halted for the 
rest of that scenario or campaign segment. That is, this 
victory point opportunity may only occur one time per 
scenario or campaign segment.
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11.J Nelson’s Year Off
If the Nelson marker is in play and there is a combat 
including Nelson in the area in which at least 75% (3 out 
of 4, rounding down) of the opposing units in that area 
are sunk or captured, the Nelson marker is removed 
from play for the rest of that turn and is kept out of 
play for the following turn, to return on the turn after 
that. Simply place the marker on the correct year for 
its return and then put it back into play when that year 
starts as an already picked and active leader marker

11.K Spanish Early Entry
Spain sides with France for the entire 7 Years War 
scenario and for the full campaign game starting with 
the 7 Years War period. For this optional rule Spain and 
its ports and forces are completely under control of the 
European Powers player for the entire game.

11.L Boarding And Capture
Though opposing vessels were frequently boarded and 
captured in battle during this period, surprisingly few 
ended up back in service with their new owners and of 
those that did, very few remained in service very long, 
mainly due to the captured vessels being hard to fit into 
the bureaucratic requirements of the shipbuilding and 
certification sections of the nation of the new owners. 
In the standard rules, a ‘sunk’ result reflects totally out 
of action, scuttled, scrapped, and captured in addition 
to actually sunk. To reflect possible capture and re-
commissioning under new ownership separately, if a 
combat result is a 5 or a 6 which will disable or damage 
a unit, before doing that roll again for that unit with 
two dice and if the totaled result is 11 or 12, instead of 
returning to port, the unit is captured. Place it aside. If 
any other result, continue with normal resolution. During 
the following Victory Point phase the capturing player 
earns 2x the normal English player earned victory points 
for the unit, regardless of who captured the unit. An 
extra new forces unit (not for the base) is then added 
for the next turn to the oncoming new forces of the 
capturing player to be used in that next turn only. The 
capturing player picks a unit from the unused forces of 
the capturing nation with the same attack and defense 
values or as close to them as possible, disregarding the 
gun rating of the captured unit if need be, and using 
forces not normally available for the scenario or scenario 
segment of a campaign as the first choices and those 
for the scenario as the second choice. If an opposing 
leader was on the unit that was captured, that leader is 
considered to have been captured as well if he survives 
the combat and is placed on the turn track to return to 
play as paroled to the normal owning player after sitting 
out for a turn, just as if the leader had been injured, 
regardless of if the leader actually was injured.

11.M  Permanently “Sunk”
In SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS a “Sunk” result is not 
intended to represent an actual sinking much of the time, 

but rather a heavily damaged form of disabled, hence 
“sunk” units return to availability via being returned to 
their national pools. To represent actual sinking without 
any subsequent constructional recovery, use this 
optional rule. After using the combat system normally 
and having computed and scored the victory points for 
“Sunk” units for the turn, and prior to returning those 
units to their national pools, first roll a single die for 
each such “Sunk” unit. On a result of 1-5, return the unit 
to its national pool normally. On a result of 6, the unit is 
considered permanently sunk. Score victory points for 
sinking it and for its loss again so it has scored twice in 
all respects and then put it aside so it no longer returns 
to play for the scenario or the campaign segment being 
played. The unit(s) do return to play for subsequent 
campaign segments if a campaign is being played, or 
for subsequent replays of the scenarios in which they 
are normally in play.

11.N  Simplified Combat Resolution
This rule lets combat resolve by gun & leader superiority 
instead of buckets of dice. 1 hit per ship involved plus 
difference of totaled guns and leaders for additional hits 
against the lower side. Assign hits to ships by single die 
roll against each opposing ship in the battle line starting 
at the front with a 5 or 6 no hits but all other numbers 
the number of hits against the ship being rolled for until 
all total hits for that side are used. If not all used by end 
of first roll against each unit in the line, start over again 
at the front of the line including units already indicated 
as sunk or disabled. Doing this procedure represents 
one round of combat. Repeat if required by the normal 
rules.

11.O  Russians
There are a number of Russian ship units and leader 
markers. These can come into play starting on the 1795 
turn as new forces but do not count against any of the 
other forces limits for the English player. At the start of 
each turn place all of these Russian forces in a separate 
pool (including those that might have been in play on 
previous turns, unless they have been eliminated). To 
determine the Russian forces for each turn, roll a single 
die and add six to the result. Then pick randomly that 
number of ships from the 18 Russian ship unit counters 
and randomly pick 2 of the 5 Russian leader markers. 
These may be placed with any English squadrons as 
one or two groups, each with at least one leader. In all 
respects they are treated as if they were English units, 
however, they may never be moved to an area that is 
not adjacent to the European land mass. This effectively 
limits them (and the English squadron(s) to which they 
are assigned) to the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, the Bay of 
Biscay, the Iberian Basin, the Eastern Med, the Western 
Med, and the Black Sea areas. Russian forces are used 
in this way for the 1795, 1796, & 1797 turns. Starting in 
turn 1798 the English player must roll a die to see if they 
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will be available for the turn. If the die roll for 1798 is 3 
or less, the Russian units are removed from play for the 
rest of the game. For the 1799 turn if the roll is 4 or less 
the Russians are removed. For 1800 if the roll is 5 or less 
the Russians are removed. From 1801 to the end of the 
game, Russian units are no longer used without needing 
to complete a die roll.
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12.0 Design Notes
Like pretty much all of my game designs these days, 
this one started with a topic I was interested in and 
found no existing game covering, so I figured I would 
put together something for myself to mess about with, 
and then it grew.

SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS is a continuation of my 
long term interest in the general concepts behind the 
classic old Avalon Hill game WAR AT SEA. I have always 
admired its simplicity and playability while still giving 
players the general flow of the history of the topic at a 
very strategic level. WAR AT SEA covered the Atlantic 
Ocean and Mediterranean Sea for the Second World 
War and was a John Edwards design.  Later Avalon 
Hill published a second game in the family, though a 
more complex one due to the requirement to add in 
amphibious assaults and aircraft carrier operations, as 
VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC to bring the design structures 
to the Second World War in the Pacific. But at that point, 
Avalon Hill moved on and never published another game 
in the family.

I have always thought this was a shame. It seemed to me 
that the core ideas, that is opposing lines of warships for 
combat resolution with named vessels to give tactical 
flavour to a very strategic game that concentrated on 
area sea control and opposing fleet actions was very 
much in the Mahan mold and would fit well to earlier 
naval situations, perhaps even better than it did to the 
Second World War. And eventually, this got me going 
on using those core ideas for a World War One strategic 
naval game that became GRAND FLEET, published back 
in 2010.

So, we were now back to 1916, and from there it seemed 
natural to push the family back a little bit more to the 
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905, resulting in the 
publication of SETTING SUN, RISING SUN in 2016.  But 
well before it was published I had started to think about 
if the concepts could work for a game going back to the 
start of the ideas of the Line of Battle and the Battleship 
itself, that is, the Age Of Sail.  What you hold in your 
hands now is the result of that question.

Needless to say, there are considerable differences 
between the design for the Second World War, and one 
for the Age Of Sail.  As another Mahanian concept topic 
and game, control of areas of sea and the conflict of 
fleets in lines of battle remain the core, but there were 
some obvious serious changes needed too.  Movement, 

in particular, since sail powered square rigged ships 
had no real fuel restrictions to their range. But, they 
also had to contend with prevailing winds. This lead 
to a movement system that allows infinite movement, 
but introduces reasonable restrictions that makes 
for practical limits. Ships were also much easier and 
faster to build during this period, but again practical 
considerations tended to prevent over building, and 
rules had to be developed to reflect this. Design on this 
game started in 2010 and it was about 6 years before it 
ended up in print, an indication of how far from the start 
of the family this design became.

And this is not the end, for me anyway, of WAR AT 
SEA family games. I have one more just going into late 
design now which, without the encouragement of Bill 
at Compass Games I likely would not have dove into.  
DAWN OF EMPIRE takes the family to the Spanish 
American War of 1898 in the Atlantic and Caribbean.  
It will be another year or two to get it developed and 
tested, but that will not be as long as it sounds, and then 
we will have filled in the last major naval war between 
1756 and 1945.  And in the meantime, I hope you enjoy 
playing SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS.

Stephen Newberg

North Oyster, British Columbia, Canada, 
September, 2016
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